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A Reassessment of the Long-run Validity of the
Flexible Price Monetary Exchange Rate Model

(r
Abslrsct
In this article we employ the Pesaran and Shin
(1 999) structural cointegrating l/AR methodol-
ogj to reassess the monetary apprcach to
exchange rate determination, This recentlv
developed technique allows us to resr directiy
the over-identifying restrictions of the long-nm
structural relations underlying the flexible
price monetary model of tlre exchange rate.
Using datd for the German Mqrk-U.S. dollar
and the Japanese Yen-().5. dollar, we find that,
for both acchange rates,st/uctlo.al identifi ca-
lion is rejected by the data, results that raise
further doubts aba.n the long-run vqlidity of
the monetary model.

I. Intodaction

l^t rNcF the start of Lhe post-Brenon Woods

\ floating era- the monetary exchange rate
l-/model has become an influential

approach to exchange rate determination. In a
sense this is striking in that empirical support
for this framework is fraught with controversy-
lndeed though early tests produced results in
accordance with theory (for example Hodrick,
1978), later empirical studies (Rasulo and
Wilford, 1980; Haynes and Stone, l98l;
Driskill and Sheftin, l98l) found that the
monetaxy approach performed rather poorly.
The advent of cointegration analysis highlight-
ed the inadequacy ofthe standard econometric
techniques employed in these studies (which
offered spurious inferences due to the non-$a-
tionarily of the data employed), and provoked
a new spurt of research.

Using the Engle-Crranger two-slep cointegra-
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Selover (1987), and McNown and Wallace
(1989), among others, were not able to find
evidence in support of a long-run equilib'rium
relationship consistent with the monetary
model. Studies which employed the more
appropriale Johansen approach to cointegra-
tion (MacDonald and Taylor, 1991; Diamandis
and Kouretas, 1996; Choudhry and Lawlel
1997; Kouretas, 1997; Makrydakis, 1998), on
the other hand, pointed to the existence of one
or more cointegrating relations underlying the
reduced-form excharge rate equaiion. In spite
of often implausible long-run coefficient esti-
mates leading to the rejection of theory-based
restrictions, the latter findings have since been
interpreted as evidence in favour of the
long-nur validity of the monetary model.

We now question this interpretation by argr_r-

ing that, since in the absence of theory-based
restrictions on the underlying structural equa-
tions, cointegrating coefficients cannot be
identified nor economically interpreted
(Wickens, 1996), the 'acid test' for the long-
run validity of the monetary model must lie in
the structural identification of its cointegrating
relations. If the identifing restictions cannot
be rejected tlx'ough h]'pothesis testing, then a
reduced form exchange rate equation can be
obtained from the estimates of the structural
equations.

Pesaran and Shin (1999) have provided a full
theory of identification that allows testing of
theory-based restrictions to obtain, subject to
identification, economically interpretable esti-
mates ofthe long-nm structural coefficients in
the context of a Johansen-rype structural vector
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autoregressive error correction model
(\'ECM).2

In this article we use this recently developed

econometric methodology to reassess the long-
run validity of the flexible price monetary
model for two U.S. dollar bilateral exchange
rates, namely, the German Mark and the
Japanese Yen. The plan of the paper is as fol-
lows. Section 2, reviews the underlying theory,

and desoibes the econometric specification of
the flexible price monetary exchange rate
model. In Section 3, the structural cointegra-
tion VAR methodology is illustrated. The
empirical results axe presented and discussed
in Section 4. Finally, a summary of frrdings is
provided in Section 5.

2, Unde ying theory and model specticatlon
The flexible pric€ monetary excharge rate
model relies on the continuous purchasing
power parity (PPP) hlpothesis and an open
economy €xtension of the quantity theory of
money. Prices are determined by monetary
equilibrium between stable real money
demand (which is a firnction of income and the
rate of interest for both economies) and the real
money supply. On the asswnption that the
nominal money stock, income and interest
rates are exogenously determined, and that
there is p€rfect mobility of capital and goods,
the structuial framework is given by the fol-
lowing system of equations:

et= Pt'Pi
A= la nrt - $It+ 6zI&
pi=^{mi -}vyi+}"zni

I
2

3

where q is the nah.ral logarithm ofthe nominal

spot exchange rate,: pt is the natural logarithm
of the price level, n4 is the natural logarithn of
the money supply, H is the natural logarithm of
incomg and 1& is the nominal interest rate. An
asterisk denotes a foreign magnitude. Equation
(1) is the PPP conditioq whereas equations (2)

and (3) are the monetary equilibrium condi-
tions for the home and foreign economy,

respectively. Solving for the standard reduced-
form exchange rate equation we obtain:

et: bo14- h zrl -0ryr+lrll
+lzI&-),2lR: (4)

The model predicts that as the domestic supply
of money outstrips the real demand for money
in the home economy (due to an increase in the
domestic nominal money stock, rising interest
rates or lower income levels), monetary equi-
librium will be restored through a rise in the
domestic price level which will require an

increase in the exchange rate (i.e. a deprecia-

tion in the price of domestic cunency). The lit-
eratue to date has mainly focussed on testing
the validity of the theory's predictions on the
reduced form, either on individual cointregra!
ing vectors or across the cointegrating space.

The restrictions that are regularly imposed and
tested relate to the proportionality bdween the
exchange rate ard relative monies (i.e. Q6 

: -la
:l), and equal but opposite signs for the rela-
tive income and interest rate coefficients (f1 =
-1.1 and f2 - -1,2, respectively). In this paper we

depart fiom previous studies by testing direct-
ly for idantification of the underlying structur-
al equations as a pre-requisite for imposing the
above restrictions. If the identifring reshic-
tions cannot be rejected then we can solve for
an estimated exchange rate equation, and then
test the coefiicient restrictions across the struc-
tural coint€gating vectors rather than on the

reduced form model.
All of the data s€ries are obtained from the

OECD Main Economic lndicators, except the
exchange rate series, which is taken from the
Federal Reserve Bank (St. Louis database) and
Japanese intffest rates which come fiom the
Bank of Japan statistics. Nominal exchange
rates are defined as the number of units of
domestic currency per unit ofUS dollar.c For
prices we use producer price indices, the
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money supply measure is Ml and industrial
production is used as a proxy for income.
Interest rates are short-term intercst rates. We
use seasonally adjusted data for each of the
series except the price series.5 The sample
period for estimation is monthly observations
fiom January 1990 to December 1999 for the
Japanese Yen/LIS Dollar exchange rate, ard
January 1990 to December 1998 for the
German Mark/US Dollar. The sample period
for the latter ends at 1998 due to the lack of
availabilif, of Ml data for Germany after this
period.

3, Eco nonEtic methodo logt
Until recently it has proved difiicult to give an
economic interpretation to multiple cointegrat-
ing vectors. This is because they are obtained
ftom the estimation of a reduced-form sysrem
of variables using a Vector Autoregressive
Enor Conection Model (\{ECM). The size of
the cointegrating space is defined by the num-
ber of structural equations underlying the
reduced foffi, with one cointegrating vector
for each endogenous vaf,iable. Wickens (1996)
proved that in the absence of identifting
resfictions, the estimated cointegrating vec-
tors will not be identified, nor will the assoc!
ated common stochastic tends. When r. the
number of cointegrating vectors, equals unity,
the'normalizing' or Just-identi$,ing, restic-
tion (sugg€sted originally from the work of
Johansen 1991, 1995) will be sufficient to
identift the long-run model from any of the
integated variables in the system. This is
because the reduced form is the same as the
structual equation. Pesaran and Shin fl 999)
show that for each cointegrating vector there
should be the same number of resfictions as

the size ofthe cointegrating space (i.e. the total
number of cointegrating vectors). Thus the
minimum condition for exact-identification is
that the total number of restrictions. ,t should
equal r2. In ttris application, economic theory
suggests that three cointegrating vectors
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should exist ftom the thee structural equa-
tions. Consequently, nine restrictions are need-
ed for exact-identification.o Pesaran and Shin
(1999) suggest that the 12 restrictions will con-
sist of r 'normalizing' restricfions and rz-r
additional restrictions derived from economic
theory The exact-identifying hlpothesis pro-
vides a test for statistical identification when
tlere is more than one cointegrating vector
However. by imposing all of the remaining
restrictions from economic theory the over-
identifuing hypothesis can be used to establish
whether a full structural representation can be
obtained from the cointegrating relations. We
show that in this application a total of twenty
tbree restrictions need to be imposed, fourteen
of which are used to test the over-identi$,ing
hypothesis.

To consider the problem of structural ident!
fication, the system in (l) to (3) is re-parame-
taised as p-order Vr\R in levels:

86 21+ B1zfi + 82zr-2+ ...

+Bp4++iDt=q (5)

V,lhere z,lz,= wr', xr'I is a (m+n)xl vector of
(.1) variables, which consists ofan mxl vector
of endogenous vaxiables, ll, lw, = (e, pn p,)'l
and an nxl vector of weakly exogenous vari-
ables, r, ft, : (m, ni, yn y',1i,, lR)']. D, is a
vector of exogenous variables.T For cointe-
gration analysis, (5) is re-expressed as a stuc-
hral VECM:

A\Lzr =ZA,MF, + r+ z,_o+ QD,+u, (6)

where I, is ar (m+n)xp matrir of coefficients

for the undedying VAR of Azt to &r-,., where

Af-LB, and n+ is the long-run matrix of
sruc;ral coefficienrs, defrned 

^ n*- .,{, - f .4,

Provided r2l cointegrating veciors exist, tf,ln
we can factorise fi+as n*:c*B*. where c+is a
matix of adjustrrent coefficients and pt is the
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long-run coefficient matrix for the cointegrat-
ing vectors. Estimation of the cointegrating
vectors by the Johansen procedure involves re-

expressing (6) in a reduced form:

M,=tf,Lz,,+nz, r+@D,+u, (7)

wherelt:A;Al,n:xaAl , O: { l;1, and

v, = u, A ] . The number of distinct cointegrat-

ing vectors can be found by testing for the rank
of n using the conventional likelihood ratio
testing procedme.

Given we found that some of the rariables
used were aended we opted to estimate the

VECM with unrestricted interceDts and
restricted trends:

Lz,= + Ul t Lz,ft .\B' (2,? - r T)+ 6 D,+ !, (8)

where qy is a (m+n\xl matrix of drift coeffr-

cients- 7 are time trends and v is an rx1 vector
of constants. By estimating the VECM in tltis
form we allow for the possibility of linear
trends in the cointegrating relations. The vector
of constants (y) are used to restrict the p coef-
ficients for the trend terms and thus avoid the
possibility that when the model is expressed in
levels of z, the nature of the hends will vary
with the number of cointegrating veclors
(Pesaran and Shin, 1999). The estimated co€f-
ficients from the VECM are obtained by max-
imum likelihood e stimation.

To obtain the long-run strucflrral coefficient
matrix (p+) at least 12 exactly-identifring
restrictions need io be irnposed on the p matrir
from (8). Thus the necessary and sufficient
condition for exact-identification is:

Rank (Ri p) : r

vector.
To consider the structural representation of

the vector zr and the time trend I it is conven-

ient to use the following representation;

p11 e'=c16+purp,+p:r
+ Fror ?+Er, (10)

p22 p1= o,2s+Ba2w + $ez!,
+Bs21X,+BrorZ+62 (l l)

B.rpi : cl36 + B53 z ', + FBy',
+ Fr31f : + Fror Z+ 6r, (12)

where (r,. lv, \y are random errors for each

sfiuctural equation. (10) to (12) are consistent

with the matrix of long-run cointegrating vec-
tofs:

coresponding to the vector

4= \er pb p I m,, m t, J" ! | trq t^ tl
and the time trend Z

One null hlpothesis for exact-identification
can be given as:

The exactly-identifoing hypothesis can be

explained as follows. We use the first cointe-
grating vector to test for the PPP condition,
while the second and th d vectors are used to
identifu the domestic and foreign money bal-
ances equations. For the first cointegrating
vector Pll : -l is the 'normalizing' restriction

for the exchange rate equation, while pa1 : 0

md psr = 0 since z, and m; do not appear in
the PPP condition. For the second cointegrat-
ing vector, p22 : - 1 is the 'normalizing' restric-

p = (13)

[0,, 0,, F., p-, p., p", p,, p-, p", 8,,, )
19,, 9., p,, p., p., p", p" p-. p,, p,." 

I

lP', D" P,, F* 0'r 0or 0", 0', 9* 0'*J

1.0,, =-1 9nr =o Ftr:o IH'' .1F,, =o B,? =-r 85, =o | 
(14)

lFr: = 0 01 =0 P'.=-lJ

(e)
Where R' is the matrix of restrictions for the ith
cointegrating yector, Pi. There must be r
restrictions for each cointegrating vector Thus
from (l) to (3) a total ofnine resttictions need
to be imposed, three for each cointegrating
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tion for p,, while p12 : 0 and p52 : 0 since e,

and m; do not appear in the domestic price
equation. Finally, p,, : -l is the normalizing
restiction for p* and B13 

:0 and p23 = 0 since
e, and p, do not appear in the structural equa-
tion for p i. The exactly-identifying hypothesis
is tesied by comparing the maximized value of
the log-likelihood tunction for the VECM
under the exactly-identifing restrictions with
the maximized logJikelihood from the unre-
stricted VECM. However, it should b€ noted
lhat the exacl ly-identiD,ing hypothesis is nor
unique and could be obtained fiom imposing
any nine of the restrictions implied by eco-
nomic theory. Moreover, it only provides a sta-
tistical test for identification. To test whether
the estimated minteg'rating vectors are fully
consistent with the structqral reDresentation
implied by economic theory an additional d
over-identirying restrictions need to be
imposed. Thus the total number of reshictions
is h--d+rz. Specifically for the first sor egrar-
mg vector exclusion restrictions need to be
imposed on the coelficients for yn y L llt, and
1Ri and the restrictions p21 : I and [,, : -t is
imposed to satisry the PPP condition. In the
second cointegrating vector, exclusion restric-
tions are irnposed on the three coefficients of
pi, yi nd l{ and a unity restricrion for the
coeffrcient of rzr. Finally, the third cornregrar-
1ng vector has a zero restriction for the coeffi_
cients of ,r1D lD and 1& and F53 

: I for the ,n i,
variable. Thus the null hypothesis for over-
identification is:

fro
-llroooooo0ro,)
o -r o I o 0,r- o p" o p..,, l(15)0 0 r 0 r 0 0?3 0 !"r Bro3./

Structwal identi{ication and estimation of the
cointegrating vectors is achieved through mar-
imisation of a log-likelihood frmction subject
to the exactly- and over-identifuing restric-
tions. The null hlpothesis is tested using the
following L-R test statistic:

L-R = 2 (LRF - LRo) -I ; (d) (16)
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where LRE is the maximised value of the log-
Iikelihood function under the exactly-identi!-
ing restrictions and LR6 is the maximised
value ofthe log-likelihood function under both
exactly- and over-identifting restriclions. This
L-R test statistic has an asymptotically valid
chi-squared distribution with Ff-rz degrees of
freedom. If we cannot reject the null hypothe-
sis a structural interpretation of the estimated
coeffrcients of the cointegrating vecton js

ensured.

4 Esrtmafion rcsuhs
To ensure that all ofthe variables used are {J),
Augnrented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) (Dickey and
Fuller, 1979) and Phillips-Penon (PP) (phitlips
and Peno4 1988) tests were calculated. The
tests suggest that the level of each variable is
(1) and frst difference stationary (see Table
| ). Some ofthe series were subjecr to one-peri-
od shocks and in these cases the Penon 989)
unlt root test was used. Again the level of each
variable was found to be 1(1).

In order to define the size of the cointegrat-
ing space, an uffestricted VECM was estimat-
ed with uffestricted intercepts and resticted
trends. Five tests of the cointegrating rank
were employed: the trace and maximum eigen-
value statistics, and the AIC, SBC arrd HeC
(Haruran and Quinn, 1979) selection criteria.
The estimation results are shown in Table 3_

For both exchange rates the null hypothesis of
,-0 (no cointegration) is rejected. Howevel
the selection procedures do not provide com-
plete agreement as to the exact size of the coin-
tegrating space. For both exchange rates we
can draw the following conclusions: (i) r-5
from the maximum eigenalue statistic and
HQC; (ii) r-4 from the hace statistic and SBC_
The AIC suggests ,.:8 for the German
MarktlS Dollar and r=5 for the Japanese
Yen/US Dollar These results fail to orovide
empirical support for the long-run theory pre-
diction, namely, that there should be three
cointegrating relations: one to represent the
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Table l: Unit Root Tesb
DMIIUS Exchange Rate (190m1-1998m12)

I/miable Augmmted D ickey - Fuller t es ts P hillips-Peffon tests

y+
1R*

e
P*

p
m

!
IR

Level

-2.5100 (l)
-2.5001 (0)
-0.8538 ( 1)"

-3.107e (0)"
-2.0775 (t)
-2.48s? (3)
-0.8951 (0)t
-1.4863 (0)
-r.0282 (1)

Level

-l.e3e6 (l)
-r.y202 (1)
-l ?0{4r /1\
-3.3620" (0)
-2.1285 (1)
4.s271 (2)+
-1.3s54 (0)$
-r.7238 (3)
-1.1525 (3)

First difference

-6.8362 (0)
-8.7721 (0)
-3.9590 (0)
-8.6226 (0)
-6.1358 (0)
-8.6039 (0)
-17.129 (0)d

- 13.1318 (0)
-7.6223 (0)

Level

-1.4451
-l.8046
-0.4903'
-2.8558.
-2.038 8

-2.84.17

4.7649
-0.3t78

Level

-1.6545

-1.1728
-1.2311'
-3.0817r
-2.0489

-2.2440

First difference

-7 .7326
-8.4328
-4.5909'
-8.85911

-6.23491
-8.7586

-r4.747
- 10.863

First difference

-7.2789
-8.7780
-J.Y)JJ
-8.8839
-6.6709

-17.281

Y€I/SUS Exchange Rat€ (f 99{hn1-1999m12)

Variable Augme nted Di ckey -Fulkr t es ts P hillips-Perron tests

IR'.
p
m

v
IR

First difference

-7.2947 (0)
-9.1369 (0)
-4. 1435 (0)
-9.1229 (0)
-6.8167 (0)
-s.86?3 (0)1

-6.1984 (0)s

-6.2014 (2)
-4]s96 Q)t'

Criticsl values

Drift component Drifi and trend com|nnentsSignificance lnel
90%
95o/o

-2.5'7

-2.89
-J.IJ

-3.45

Notes: In each case the USA is the for€ign €conomy and Germaty/Japan the dorrestic economy. t denotes a sig-

nificant h€nd component. The nunber oflagged tems used in the ADI regression are shown in psrsnthcses. The

trmcation lag for thc Phillips-Peron tesis is set from th€ highest significanr lag term ill the autocongldion func-

tion for each variable.

d denotes that the Germm Ml vatiable (z in the ftst table) was subject to a structutal break at 90M6 and 90M12

Th€ 90% ad 95% ctitical values for the Penon test ar€ -3.40 8ld -3.85 respec{ively

I denotes that the Jqatrese pdc€ vriable (p in the second tsble) was subject to a structural bresk at 9?M4; $ indi-

cates Japanese Ml (n1) hsd o break at 90M5; while I itrdioat€s a break to Japanes€ ir erest rdes (1R) betwcetr

93m3 and 94m4. The 9elo and 95% Penon (1989) critical values for J4an€se pric€s ee -5 32 and -3.87; for
Jap0n€se Ml -4.57 afld -3.40; and Japa[ese intercst rates -4.28 erd -2-83.
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DM US (1990n1-198m12) yen_/$US fl990rnl-1999m12.1
Notes: AIC and

Var order Log AIC SBC Adjusted Var order Log AIC SBC Adjusted(p) likelihood L-R rc (p) tikelihood L-R test

t0 4508.6 3662.6 2528.I
9 4039.4 3274.4 2248.4 xtrt =121.66

8 3793.8 3109.8 2192.5 X ?6r=185.34
7 3614.7 3011.? 2203.0 Xtr4-231.71
6 3469.5 2947.5 2247.4 X 124=269.41
5 3342.8 2901.8 2310.4 x1o,=302.24
4 3253.5 2893.5 2410.1 x186:325.40
3 3182_5 2903.5 2529.3 x +1=343.812 3094.6 2896.6 2631,1 y.Lr-366,6$

I 3006.0 2889.0 2732.0 I trr=389.580 l'737.5 1701.5 1653.2 I Sro-718.45

Notes: AIC and SBC are the Akaike Information and Schwarz Ba,vesian lag selection griteria. The likelihood ratio
test statistio is adjusted for degrees offteedom, which tests the null hypothesis that the VAR order is p (p=0,_....,4.)
against the altemalive of,l'fl. under the null the test statistic has an asymptotic chi-squared disnibution with
nr{prl.p) degrees offreedom, where r is the number ofvariables in the system,

PPP condrtfon and one each for the domestic Japanese yen/US Dollar are 2996.2 and
and foreign money balance equations. 3221.8. Both ofthese values are identical to the
However, in view of the contradictory evi- maximized log-likelihood fiom the uffeshict-
dence and because cointegration tests may ed vECMs (see Table 2). Thus we cannot
over-reject the null hypothesis in ffrite sam- reject the null hypothesis of exact-identifica-
ples, we decided to proceed assuming 13, as a tion.
further test of the economic theory The over-identi$ring hypothesis (15) was

The coefricients ofthe cointegra.ting vectors tested by imposing an additional 14 over-iden-
from the unrestricted vECM are presented in tising restrictions on the cointegrating space
Table 4. Clearly, without identifting restric- as suggested by the theory underpinning (iy to
tions, it is difficult to interpret the sign and (3). The maximum likelihood esiimates ofthe
magnitude of each coefiicient in accordance structural cointegrating vectors are shown in
with economic theory Moreovo, no individual Table 5. The estimated likelihood ratio test sta-
cointegrating vector can be used to rcprcsent tistic for the over-identifiing restrictions is
the monetary exchange rate equation, without 81.25 for the German MarkAJS Dollar. and
first identirying the stuch'al system and then 173.47 for the Japanese yen^Js Dollar. since
solving for the estimated exchange rate equa- both of the estimates exceed the 95 per cent
tion. chi-squared mitical value for 14 degrees of

we therefore prcceeded to impose the nine freedom (23.68), the identification testing pro-
exactly-identifiing restrictions defined by the cedure indicates that the structural restrictions
null hypothesis in (14), from which the maxi- implied by the monetary model of the
mized logJikelihood was obtained. The esti- exchange rate are rejected by the data.
mates for the German Mark /us Dollar and statistical relection of shuctr.ral identifica-

r0 4403.4 lstir.4 233s.2

9 4158.3 3375.3 2284.0 x;r =98.04

8 3996.3 3294.3 2315.9 x 2t62=162.84

7 3865.8 3244.8 2379.3 r;4r =215.03

6 j765.6 j225.6 24j2.9 j( ir4 255.t1

5 36'72.1 3213.1 25'13.4 1.2445=292.52

4 3608.2 3230.2 2703.4 1;s6=318.06
3 3496.7 3t99.1 2785.7 X ?61=362.68

2 3423.2 1207.2 2906.1 x. L8=392.09
| 332'.1.9 3192.9 3004; Xl2r=430.2r
0 1965.9 19 .9 1836.7 r;ro=974.98
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Tbble 3:Cointesration Rank Test Statistics
Null Alternati:te MaximumEisenralueStalistic Tiace Statistics

F0
r<l
t<2

r<4

I<5

I<6

r<7

r<8

Hl

=3r4

16

r8
r-9

D [/$US Yen/$US 95% c.v. 90% c.v.

142.62 139.69 6r.27 s8.09

80.69 103.89 55.14 52.08

78.02 83.19 49.32 46.54

59.59 58.74 43.61 40.76

43.59 36.05 37.86 35.04

16.00 13.89 3t.'79 29.t3

12.99 9.39 25.42 23.10

8.24 7.33 t9.?? 17.18

1.08 3.52 12.39 10.55

DL[/$US Yen/SUS 95% c.v.

442.83 455.70 2??.62

300 .22 3 I 6.00 182.99

2r9.s3 2r2.n 147.27

141.s1 128.92 115_85

8l.91 70.18 87.17

38.31 34.13 63.00

22.31 20.24 42.34

9.31 10.85 25.77

1 .08 3.s2 t2.39

90% c.v.

215.87

176.92

141.82

110.60

82.88

59.16

39.34

23.08

10.55

Model Selection Criteria
DT,T/$US Yen/tLrS

maximised log- mocimised log-
rank likelihood AIC SBC HQC likelihood AIC SBC HOC

r:0 2784.5 2757.5 27?1.3 2742.9 3 100.0 3055.0 2992.3 3029.6

11 2855.8 2810.8 2750.5 2786.4 3169.9 3106.9 3019.1 3071.2

12 ?896.? ?835.2 2753.5 2802.0 322r.8 3t42.8 303?.7 3098.1

13 2935.2 2860.2 2759.6 28194 3263.4 3170.4 3040.8 3117.8

=4 2565.0 2878.0 2761.3 2830.7 3292.8 3187.8 3041.4 3128.4

r:5 2986.8 2889.8 ?759.7 2837.0 3310.8 3195.8 3035.s 3\30.7
r:6 2994.8 2889.8 2749.0 2832.7 3317.8 3194.8 3023.3 3125.1

r7 3001.3 2890.3 2741.4 2829.9 3322.5 3193.5 3013.7 3120.4

r:8 3005.4 2890.4 2'136.2 2827.9 3326.'1 3193.1 3007.7 3117.8

=9 3006.0 2889.0 2732.0 2825.3 33?7.9 3192.9 3004.7 3116.5

Note: The ffitical values are asymptotic values obtained from Pesaran, Shin and Smith (2000).

Table 4: Unrestricted Cointegratitrg Vectors

mi lt
D],!/SUS

-1.181 -0.433

-0.269 -0.542
-3.065 -3.759

lerd$ US

ml

0.387
-0.911

0.106

0.1129
1.o47

-2-773

Y; IR, IR; T

-0.6t3 0.0r9 -0.046 0.0064
-0.216 -0.03t -0.081 0.0107
-6-42? 0.0t7 0.053 0.038

-0.482 0.%3 -4.503
-0.274 -1.273 -2.995
-0.799 1.751 -5.520

-0.559 3.433 -3.008
0.152 1.801 -3.746
0-n4 2-376 -3-631

-1.309 0.0029 0.5441
t.774 r.476 -0.093

-4.605 -0-987 -9.551

-0.00015 -0.0629 0.0039
0.017 4.038 4.0025
-0.197 0.105 0.053
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Trble5rCointegratingVecton-ub1-ctEiiiilind-

IRiet Pt

-l I

0 -l

00

IRi!i€t Pt Pi mt ni
-l I -l 0 0

0 -l 0 I 0

0 0 -l 0 I

Likelihood ratio test of over-identit ing restrictions: t2a:81.25

yent$US

-l 0 0 0 0

0101.55530
(2.8603)-ror6]iL*l'

!t

0

-1.2859
(0.7308)

0

DM/$ US

,rt lr IR,

0

u.3479
(0.463s)

0

0 0.000539

0 0.005732
(0.0174)

-0.0547 _0.ot279
(0.0341) (0.0045)

IR,

00
0 0.047 |

(0.0310)
).9673(0.6112) u

n 0.0025- (0.0019)

0 -0.0062
(0.00r2)

i3,'.',tf |5ffigi
Likelihood ratio test of over-identifiing restrictions: 44 = 173.47

Estimated standard erron in parentheses

tion means that no economically meaningful
interpretation can b€ given to the estimated
coefficients (which, not surprisingly, appear m
be incorrectly signed)- The estimation results,
therefore, suggest that while more than one
long-run relation eists among the variables
suggested by theory the nature of the underly-
ing structural system is not consist€nt with that
postulated by the flexible price monetary
exchange rate model. These findings go some
way to explain why the theory-based, reduced_
form restrictions imposed on comregrarmg
vectols in earlier studies have in the main been
rejected thtrough hypothesis testing.

5. Conclasions
ln this articlg we reassessed the validity ofthe
monetary approach to exchange rate determi_
nation by testing for identification ofthe lonp-
run stfuctural relations underlying the flexible
price exchange rate model. Using data for the
German Mark and Jagranese yen bilateral US

dollar rates, we found that, for both exchange
rates, the over-identifting restrictions were
rejected by the data, results which suggest that
the flexible price monetary model is not a valid
framework for analysing the long-run
exchange rate.

Endnotes

l.Department of Economics, Faculty of
Hurnadties and Social Sciences, the Manchesler
Mehopolitan Univercity, Mabel Tylccote Building,
Cavendish Street, Manch€ster, Ml5 6BG, e-mail:
a.abbott@mmu.ac.uk. Brookes Busincss School,
Oxlbrd Brookcs University, Whearley Campus
Oxford, OX33 lHX, email: gde-
vita@brookes.ac.uk

2. For recent applications ofthis m€thodology see
Abbott and Dc Vita (2001), cwratr et dl. (tggg,
2000), Pesamn, Shin and Smith (2000),

3. Defined as the number ofunirs ot'domcsic cur-
rcncy per US dollar-
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4, Exchtuig€ rates arc monthly averagas of daily
obsorvations.

5- fo t€st for seasonalit). each price series was

rggressed on a constant and elevgn scasonal dum-

mies, ArI r'-test was used to test for the significanc€

of the dummy aootliaients and hence to detect an

overall seasonal pattem in th€ data We formd no

evidence of any seasona.l molgmerts in any of the
price series used-

6. We can s€e how general this result is, since if
there is a unique cointegrating vector then only one

restriction needs to be imposed, which is the

Johalsen'normalizing' restrictiol.

7- III our application, tlrc exog€nous components

iako the form of dummy variables, which are used to

encomlrass struchnal breaks to some of thc series

used, when estimating the VECM.
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